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Efficient XML query processing has been a critical issue for these days. In this pa-

per, a path-based approach is proposed to process XML queries which can be repre-
sented as a query tree with twig patterns. We summarize and encode all the possible 
paths in the XML data in advance, so that we could efficiently determine where the 
physical paths, which satisfy the constraint of individual path expressions in the input 
query, need to be “glued” to form the final correct match. We have conducted a series of 
experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. The results show that 
our approach has a great advantage over the state-of-the-art element-based or hybrid ap-
proach. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As XML (Extensible Markup Language) technology emerged as the de facto stan-
dard for information sharing on the World-Wide-Web (WWW) and for data exchange in 
e-business, XML data management and query processing have attracted a lot of attention 
from the academic and business communities.  

In XML, elements and attributes are the basic constructs of data, and elements 
could be represented in a nested hierarchy. This structure is typically captured by a tree 
model, and queries are specified in the form of path expressions to retrieve data from the 
XML tree. Consider the following XQuery statement [1]: “for $a in input()//article 
where $a/title = “XML” return $a/author, $a/year”. The where statement restricts the 
element contents under the path //article/title to be “XML”, while the two path expressions 
//article/author and //article/year specified in the return statement project the authors and 
the year of publication for the selected articles. We can observe that XML queries do not 
only specify value constraints on data contents but also implicitly specify a structural 
constraint on data elements involved in the query.  

Identifying data which satisfy the required structural constraints has been the core 
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issue for XML query processing. An intuitive approach is pointer-chasing, where ele-
ments are represented as nodes and edges, and the tree-traversal functionality is sup-
ported [2]. To expedite the decision of the structural relationship between two elements, 
the numbering schemes are proposed to encode each node [3, 4]. Such approach allevi-
ates the cost of pointer-chasing on simple path queries, but requires a lot of joins for the 
more general twig queries. Therefore, a chain of linked stacks is proposed by the holistic 
approach to reduce the amount of intermediate elements examined [5]. The common 
characteristic of these approaches is that they focus on the structural relationships be-
tween elements, and are thus classified as the element-based approach.   

In contrast, our path-based approach mainly exploits the structural relationships 
amongst paths. When processing a query, the physical paths satisfying the requirement 
of individual path expressions, called partially correct paths, are first obtained. Then, the 
final results are produced by gluing together those partially correct paths that satisfy the 
structural constraints imposed in the whole query. Our approach requires that all the pos-
sible paths in XML data are summarized and encoded in advance, and the encoding on 
paths is used to efficiently determine where a set of physical paths should be “glued”. 
Such approach copes with the nature of path expressions in XML queries, and a series of 
experimental results show that it has a substantial performance improvement compared 
with the state-of-the-art element-based approach, i.e., holistic joins. In addition, we also 
contrast our system with the BLAS system [6]. It advocates a hybrid approach by encod-
ing both elements and the suffix paths, as will be explained later. The experimental re-
sults show that our path-based system is more efficient than BLAS most of the time, but 
BLAS, on the contrary, requires a huge amount of storage space for its complex encod-
ings. Therefore, our system has the best overall performance among all approaches.   

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we use sample 
XML documents and XQuery statements to discuss the task of XML query processing. A 
formal definition of the problem to solve in this paper will be provided. The main data 
structures used in our system are discussed in section 3, followed by the presentation of 
the matching algorithms. Section 4 considers the case where the query is only associated 
with two path expressions, and the general algorithm which deals with multiple path ex-
pressions are discussed in section 5. The performance evaluation is described in section 6. 
The experimental results validate the efficiency of our approach. Finally, related re-
searches are compared in section 7; conclusion and future work are discussed in section 8.  

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we first provide some background on XML trees and XML query 
trees. Then, we define the problem addressed in this paper.  

2.1 Background  

An XML document can be represented as an XML tree (Fig. 1 (a)). The internal 
nodes (denoted by black circles) represent elements or attributes, and are labeled with the 
associated tags. The leaf nodes (denoted by white squares) represent the content of ele-
ments or attribute values. An edge exists between two black circles if they have a direct 
nesting relationship in the original XML document. In XML queries, path expressions   
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(a) The XML tree.             (b) The query tree. (c) A correct match. (d) An incorrect match. 

Fig. 1. The sample XML tree, query tree, and sub-XML trees. 

 
are used to specify data to be retrieved from an XML tree, where the step “/” represents 
the parent-child (PC) structural relationship and the step “//” represents the ancestor-de- 
scendent (AD) structural relationship. The following sample query (in XQuery) retrieves 
the authors of an article titled “SQL:1999” from the file “example.xml” (i.e., the example 
in Fig. 1 (a)):  

Query 1: for $b in document(“example.xml”)/OIP/Section/ArticleTuple  
where $b/Title = “SQL:1999”  
return $b/Author 

An XML query is transformed into a query tree based on its component path ex-
pressions. The common elements from different path expressions are represented by the 
same node, and the PC and AD structural relationships will be represented respectively 
by the edges “|” and “||” between corresponding nodes. The end-point of the projection 
path expression (denoted by double circles) specifies the data to be retrieved, and the 
value constraint associated with the selection path expression is represented as a child 
node of the path’s end-point. Fig. 1 (b) shows the query tree for Query 1. Note that the 
two component path expressions share a segment of common path (i.e., /OIP/Section/ 
ArticleTuple) and then split at node ArticleTuple.  

Consider the projection path expression /OIP/Section/ArticleTuple/Author. Five 
physical paths will be identified by it from the sample XML tree in Fig. 1 (a), and we 
could see that only the rightmost two paths are part of the correct answers because these 
two paths traverse through the “correct” ArticleTuple element instance, which is con-
strained by the “correct” path instances of the selection path expression. Figs. 1 (c-d) 
further illustrate the structural relationships among the partially correct paths in the XML 
tree. Fig. 1 (c) is a correct match since the two partially correct paths both traverse the 
same common nodes, OIP, Section, and ArticleTuple. On the other hand, Fig. 1 (d) is not 
correct since the partially correct paths do not share all the same common nodes as speci-
fied in the query tree.  

2.2 Problem Formulation  

The path-based query processing approach consists of two stages. First, the query 
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tree is decomposed into a set of simple paths, which start from the root and only consist 
of PC steps. The set of corresponding partially correct paths, which also start from the 
root, are then retrieved from the XML tree. How to meet the requirement of this stage 
will be discussed in the later section. Here, we focus on addressing the second stage, 
where partially correct paths are glued into the correct answer. Basic terms will be de-
fined and the problem will be formulated in a formal way.  
 
Definition 1  Given an XML query, the Gluing Nodes (GNs) of this query are the 
nodes located at the split points of the query tree. The path from the root to the GN is 
called a GN-path.  
 
Observation 1  Given two path expressions in a query tree, the GN of these two paths 
is the deepest common node in the query tree.  

 
A node is the “deepest” common node if it is located at the deepest level of the tree 

among all common nodes. The GNs of a query can be used to determine whether a given 
group of partially correct paths satisfies the query. For the group of paths to constitute a 
correct answer, these paths must share all the required common nodes to reach elements 
corresponding to GN nodes in the query tree. Thus, the correct node is defined based on 
GN as follows:  
 
Definition 2  Given two path expressions in a query tree and two corresponding par-
tially correct paths in an XML tree, a node in the XML tree is called a Correct Node 
(CN) if it satisfies the following two conditions: (1) the two paths intersect at this node; 
(2) the labeled path from the root to this node is the same as the GN-path of given path 
expressions. We call the labeled path from the root to the CN as the CN-path.  

 
As shown in Fig. 1 (b), there is one GN for Query 1, i.e., ArticleTuple, and the node 

tagged as ArticleTuple in Fig. 1 (c) is a CN. However, there is no CN in Fig. 1 (d). We 
also obtain the following observation:  
 
Observation 2  Given two partially correct paths in an XML tree where a CN exists, 
the CN will be the deepest common node.  

 
We use the notion of GN and CN to define the correct match and the correct an-

swers for an XML query as follows:  
 
Definition 3  Given a set of path expressions and a set of corresponding partially cor-
rect paths, if the CN-paths determined by the physical paths exactly match the GN-paths 
determined by the given path expressions, this set of paths is called a correct match. 
Further, the paths corresponding to the projection path expressions are called the correct 
answers.  
 

The task to solve in this paper, is therefore to find the correct matches and output 
the correct answers from an XML repository, based on an un-nested XML query with 
multiple selection and projection path expressions.  
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3. REPRESENTATIONS OF XML DATA 

There are three main data components in our system, which are the EP-tree (En-
coded-Path tree), EC-blocks (Element-Content blocks), and the Document Index.  

3.1 EP-tree  

To assist in the path-based processing, the EP-tree structure is proposed to summa-
rize all the possible paths presented in stored XML data. The concept of bisimilarity [7] 
is applied to build the EP-tree, where the detailed construction algorithm is omitted due 
to space limitation. After the structure of the EP-tree is completed, we encode each node 
based on the preorder traversing sequence, which is called the EP-encoding. The EP-tree 
corresponding to the sample XML tree in Fig. 1 (a), is shown in Fig. 2 (a), from which 
we can easily identify all the possible paths in the XML data.  

   
(a) The EP-tree.                            (b) The EC-tree. 

Fig. 2. The sample EP-tree and the sample EC-tree. 

 
Based on the EP-encoding, a path expression associated with an XML query can be 

denoted by the number sequence presented by the corresponding path in the EP-tree. 
This number sequence is termed as the EP-encoding path. For example, the EP-encod- 
ing path of /OIP/Section/ArticleTuple/Title is <1, 4, 6, 7>. Note that the number sequence 
in an EP-encoding path is always increasing. We also refer the last number of the se-
quence as the end-point of the EP-encoding path, and the EP-encoding assigned to a 
Gluing node as the Gluing Node encoding (GN-encoding). Since the gluing node of two 
path expressions is the deepest common node (see Observation 1) and each EP-encoding 
path is an increasing number sequence, we obtain the following observation:  

Observation 3  Given two path expressions and their corresponding EP-encoding paths, 
the GN-encoding of these two path expressions is the largest common number of the two 
EP-encoding paths.  

3.2 EC-tree  

The XML tree is represented as an EC-tree in our system, and the one correspond-
ing to our running example is shown in Fig. 2 (b), where each internal node in the tree is 
encoded with the preorder traversal sequence to explicitly show the document order of 
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element. This numbering scheme is called the EC-encoding. To properly represent the 
corresponding tag, EP-encoding (as shown on top of each circle) is also required.  

Based on the EC-encoding, each physical path in the XML tree can be represented 
by the corresponding numbered path in the EC-tree (called the EC-encoding path). The 
last number of the EC-encoding path is also called the end-point of the path, and the 
EC-encoding assigned to a CN (correct node) is called the Correct Node encoding 
(CN-encoding). Similar to Observation 3, we can obtain the following observation since 
CN is the deepest common node (Observation 2) and the EC-encoding path consists of 
increasing numbers:  
 
Observation 4  Given two EC-encoding paths corresponding to two physical paths, the 
largest common number of these two EC-encoding paths is their CN-encoding.  

 
Note that the EP-tree could restrict the order of siblings, and suppose the query tree 

conforms to such order. Consider Query 1 as seen in Fig. 1 (b), which shows that the 
Title element, with the end-point <7>, is an “elder” sibling of the Author element, with 
the end-point <8>. Examine the possible correct match in Fig. 1 (c). The end-point of the 
EC-encoding path corresponding to the former is “12”, and the end-point corresponding 
to the latter has larger numbers, i.e., “13” or “14”, with the same ordering as in the query 
tree. However, the end-point corresponding to the latter is a smaller number “9” in Fig. 1 
(d), which leads to an incorrect match. This observation is stated as follows:  

 
Observation 5  Consider two EP-encoding paths pe1 and pe2, and the corresponding 
physical paths ps1 and ps2. Given that ps1 and ps2 form a correct match, the end-point of 
ps1 is smaller than the end-points of ps2 if the end-point of pe1 is smaller than that of pe2.  
 
3.3 Document Index  

 
In the internal representation, each circle in the EC-tree is represented as a 4-ary 

EC-tuple, (EC-encoding, EP-encoding, Parent, Value), where the third component is the 
EC-encoding of the parent node, and the last component represents the element content. 
For example, the Volume element in Fig. 2 (b) is represented as (2, 2, 1, 28). All the 
EC-tuples are collected and represented as EC-blocks, which are clustered and sorted in 
accordance with their EC-encodings, to reflect their original orders in the XML docu-
ment. To efficiently locate the required EC-blocks, for each path in the EP-tree, we col-
lect and index (using B+-tree) all the values corresponding to the end-point of the path. 
This collection of B+-trees is named the Document index.  

We now explain how to meet the requirement of the first stage of the path-based 
query processing approach, as discussed in section 2. First, we identify all the root-to- 
leaf paths from the query tree. If a path consists of AD steps, it will be transformed into a 
simple path which only consists of PC steps, by consulting the EP-tree. For example, if 
the original path is /OIP//ArticleTuple/Author, it will be expanded to become /OIP/Sec- 
tion/ArticleTuple/Author. After the simple path is formed, we traverse the EP-tree based 
on the given path, and reach the associated B+-tree. The value constraint associated with 
the given path will guide the traversal of the B+-tree to get the corresponding EC-blocks, 
and then the partially correct paths.  
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4. MATCHING TWO PATH EXPRESSIONS 

In this section, we present algorithms for matching two EC-encoding paths and then 
extend the algorithms for matching multiple EC-encoding paths in section 5.  

4.1 Algorithm MTS  

The first algorithm, called MatchTwoSets (MTS), is developed based on the defini-
tion for correct matches (see Definition 3). We determine whether two physical paths 
form a correct match by checking whether they have the required correct nodes (CN), i.e., 
whether the given physical paths intersect at a node with the labeled path the same as the 
GN-path of the corresponding path expressions. In the matching process, path expres-
sions are in the form of EP-encoding paths, while the physical paths from XML docu-
ments are represented as EC-encoding paths. Moreover, the following theorem is given 
based on the encoding paths:  

Theorem 1  Given two EC-encoding paths, two EP-encoding paths, and the largest 
common number of the two EC-encoding paths, n, if the node in the EC-tree denoted by 
n has an EP-encoding the same as GN-encoding of the two given EP-encoding paths, 
then the number n is the CN-encoding of the EC-encoding paths which consists of a cor-
rect match.  

Proof: According to the characteristic of the preorder traversal sequence, an 
EP-encoding could uniquely represent a path starting from the root. Therefore, the proof 
could be established based on Observation 4 and based on Definition 3, which states that 
the labeled path of the CN equals to the GN-path.                               

Following Theorem 1, the problem of determining whether two EC-encoding paths 
form a correct match can be reduced to the problem of determining whether the largest 
common number between them is the CN-encoding. The listing of the algorithm is omit-
ted and we use Fig. 3 (a) to illustrate the processing of Query 1. The query consists of 
two path expressions, with corresponding EP-encoding paths <1, 4, 6, 7> (EP1) and <1, 4, 
6, 8> (EP2), respectively. Their GN-encoding is <6>. List1 and List2 collect the EC-en- 
coding paths that satisfy EP1 and EP2, respectively. Suppose that the two EC-encoding 
paths under consideration are [1, 4, 11, 12] and [1, 4, 11, 13]. The largest common num-
ber between them will be “11”. The EC-tuple identified by this number has the 
EP-encoding <6> based on the EC-tree (Fig. 1 (a)), which is equal to the GN-encoding of 

 
(a) The original approach.     (b) The smaller in the left list.   (c) The smaller in the right list. 

Fig. 3. Examples of matching two sets of EC-encoding paths. 
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the two EP-encoding paths. Thus, a correct match is found. As another example, the two 
EC-encoding paths [1, 4, 11, 12] and [1, 4, 6, 8] do not form a correct match, since the 
largest common number is “4”, and the EP-encoding of the corresponding EC-tuple is 
<4>, not the required <6>. The dashed lines encompass all the EC-encoding paths which 
might constitute a correct match.  
 
4.2 Algorithm GTS: an Improved Version  

 
In this section, we discuss how to improve the query processing by quickly filtering 

out some EC-tuples which are not part of correct matches. Recall that physical paths in a 
correct match are restricted by sibling orders (Observation 5). Moreover, due to the prop-
erty of the preorder traversal sequence, two physical paths from a correct match will have 
EC-encodings of their end-points close to each other. Figs. 3 (b-c) illustrate how this 
observation is used in our algorithm. Here we extend the previous example to create a 
scenario where multiple physical paths satisfy the path expression EP1: <1, 4, 6, 7>. The 
two sets of the physical paths to match are sorted in accordance with the EC-encoding of 
the end-points. Fig. 3 (b) shows the match of the physical paths [1, 4, 6, 7] (the first path 
corresponding to EP1) with the physical paths corresponding to EP2. The first match 
attempt is shown to be correct (step (1)). Thus, the process continues and the next two 
match attempts are also shown to be correct (step (2)) until step (3) is reached, where the 
paths [1, 4, 6, 7] and [1, 4, 11, 13] do not form a correct match. Since the rest of physical 
paths corresponding to EP2 have end-points larger than “13” (i.e., further away from [1, 
4, 6, 7]), we can skip the rest of paths corresponding to EP2 and thus move on to the 
matching process for the next path corresponding to EP1 (step (4)).  

Fig. 3 (c) examines the physical paths [1, 4, 11, 12] corresponding to EP1 and the 
paths corresponding to EP2. Step (5) determines that [1, 4, 11, 12] and [1, 4, 6, 8] do not 
form a correct match. We further observe that [1, 4, 6, 8] will not have a correct match 
with the rest of physical paths from EP1 list since the EC-encoding path corresponding to 
EP1 should have a smaller end-point than the EC-encoding path corresponding to EP2 in 
a correct match. In addition, the end-points in the lists are increasing so none of the rest 
of EP1 list will have a correct match with [1, 4, 6, 7]. Thus, it can be skipped from fur-
ther processing. The same situation applies to the next two paths [1, 4, 6, 9] and [1, 4, 6, 
10] so they are skipped as well (see step (6)). Finally, steps (7) and (8) show that [1, 4, 11, 
12] correctly matches with [1, 4, 11, 13] and [1, 4, 11, 14].  

From the above example, we can conclude that whenever an incorrect match occurs, 
the physical path with the smaller end-point, no matter from the EP1 or EP2 list, will not 
find another physical path from the other list to form a correct match. Thus, it can be 
skipped from further processing.  

The algorithm GroupTwoSets (GTS) is listed in Fig. 4. Among the notations used in 
the algorithm, the variables x and y represent EC-tuples with four fields as described in 
section 3. list1 and list2 represent a list of EC-tuples sorted by the EC-encodings, and de-
fine the following methods to get a certain EC-tuple from the list: getFirst, moveNext, 
and moveBack. The structure Mapping-Table, with the variable MT, is introduced to 
represent all the correct matches between two lists. It consists of a list of MT-tuples, each 
of which represents all the correct matches corresponding to a specific EC-tuple from 
list1, where the EC-tuple from list1 is represented by the field keyNode of the MT-tuple,   
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Algorithm GroupTwoSets  
Input: list1, list2, GE  Output: MT 
1. x = list1.getFirst; y = list2.getFirst; group.clean;  
2. while (x != NULL)          // iteratively examine the EC-tuple in list1 

3.   while (y != NULL and (CompareAncestor(x, y, GE) IS TRUE))  // find the matched EC-tuples from list2 
4.      group.add(y); y = list2.moveNext;  
5.  if (group.isEmpty IS FALSE)       // a group is formed  
6.      y = list2.moveBack;  
7.      while (x != NULL and (x.ec <= y.ec))    // retrieve the EC-tuples in list1within the same group  
8.         MT.append(createTuple(x, group)); x = list1.moveNext;  // create MT-tuple for output  
9.      y = list2.moveNext; group.clean; continue;  
10. if (y == NULL or (x.ec < y.ec)) x = list1.moveNext;  // when no correct match is formed,  
11. else y = list2.moveNext;           // skip EC-tuples with smaller EC-encodings  
Function CompareAncestor (x, y, GE) return FindFirstCommonTuple(x, y).et == GE 

Fig. 4. The new matching algorithm GTS. 

 
and the list of EC-tuples from list2 are represented by the field group. The structure 
Group (with the variable group) is introduced and defines three methods add, isEmpty, 
and clean, which are self-explanatory. An MT-tuple is constructed using the function 
CreateTuple. The Mapping-Table defines a method append to add a new EC-tuple into 
a group.  

The input of the algorithm consists of two lists with sorted EC-tuples, where list1 
denotes the path expression with the smaller end-point of the EP-encoding path. The 
GN-encoding determined from the two path expressions (EP-encoding paths) is also pro-
vided as an input. The comments in Fig. 4 directly explain the logic of the algorithm, and 
the output of this algorithm will be a list of MT-tuples.  

5. MATCHING MULTIPLE PATH EXPRESSIONS 

Here, we move on to address the general cases of XML queries with multiple path 
expressions. We show that we only need to match neighboring paths and thus eliminate a 
significant amount of redundant matchings.  

5.1 Algorithm GMS  

We discuss an illustrative example. The XML tree in Fig. 5 (a) corresponds to a 
SIGMOD issue with two sections and three articles. The XML query retrieves all the 
authors and papers in Section “Standard”, i.e., it consists of one selection path expres-
sion, /OIP/Section/SectionName (<1, 4, 5>) and two projection path expressions, /OIP/ 
Section/ArticleTuple/Title (<1, 4, 6, 7>) and /OIP/Section/ArticleTuple/Author (<1, 4, 6, 
8>).  

Fig. 5 (b) illustrates how this query is processed. First, we match the two sets corre-
sponding to the path expressions <1, 4, 5> and <1, 4, 6, 7>. The GN-encoding is <4> and 
the matched groups are identified. For example, the physical paths [1, 8, 9] and [1, 8, 10,  
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(a) The XML tree.                        (b) Matching three sets. 

Fig. 5. An example of matching multiple encoding paths. 

Algorithm GroupMultipleSets 
Input: {EP1, …, EPn}  Output: RLS 
1. Retrieve all the EC-tuples corresponding to EPi; 
  Put them in listi; 
2. For i = 1 to n − 1, do the following:    
3.   GEi = FindLargestCommonNumber(EPi, EPi+1)
4.   MTi = GroupTwoSets(listi, listi+1, GEi); 
5. MT = MT1.NextReturn; RLSj = Null; 
6. For each MT-tuple m in MT, do the following: 
7.   NewRL = CreateRL(m.keynode) 
8.   RLSj = BuildResult(MT, NewRL, m.keynode, 

RLSj) 
9. Return RLSj   

Algorithm BuildResult 
Input: MT, RL, keynode, RLS  Output: RLS  
1. If (MT == NULL) 
2.   RLS.addList(RL); 
3.   Return RLS; 
4. group = MT.getGroupByKey(keynode); 
5. If (group == NULL) 
6.   Return RLS; 
7. For each EC-tuple x in group 
8.   NewRL = RL.add(x); 
9.   RLS = BuildResult(MT.NextReturn, NewRL, x, 

RLS); 
10.Return RLS 

(a) Matching multiple paths.                       (b) Showing results. 
Fig. 6. The algorithms for processing multiple path expressions. 

 
11] constitute a match since they intersect at the node with CN-encoding “8”. We then 
match the two sets corresponding to the path expressions <1, 4, 6, 7> and <1, 4, 6, 8>, 
whose GN-encoding is <6>. The matched group is similarly shown. An example of the 
matches consists of the physical paths [1, 8, 10, 11] and [1, 8, 10, 12], which intersect at 
the node with CN-encoding “10”. Now, the question is if we could directly conclude that 
the physical paths [1, 8, 9] from the set <1, 4, 5> and the physical path [1, 8, 10, 12] from 
the set <1, 4, 6, 8> intersect at a proper CN with the GN-encoding equal to <4>. In other 
words, whether the two partially correct matches can be combined into a final correct 
match? The answer is positive and will be validated by a formal proof later.  

The corresponding algorithm is called GroupMultipleSets (GMS), as listed in Fig. 6 
(a). We roughly explain the main data structures used in the algorithms. First, an MT- 
tuple in the ith Mapping-Table represents a group of partially correct matches between 
listi and listi+1, where the EC-tuple from listi is represented by the field keyNode of the 
MT-tuple, and those associated EC-tuples from listi+1 are represented by the field group. 
Given an EC-tuple, the method GetGroupByKey of the Mapping-Table will identify 
those MT-tuples whose keynode field corresponding to this EC-tuple, and return all the 
EC-tuples represented in the field group. Second, the data structure ResultList, denoted 
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by the variables RL and NewRL, represents a piece of correct answer. It is created using 
the function CreateRL, and defines the method add to append a new component into the 
list constructed so far. Finally, the structure ResultListSet, with the variable RLS, repre-
sents a set of ResultList for output, and it defines the function addList to append a new 
ResultList into the current set.  

The logic of GMS is explained as follows. Note that the input set of EP-encoding 
paths (EPi) need to be sorted based on the end-points in order to meet the requirement of 
GTS. The procedure starts by retrieving the physical paths (end-points of the EC-encod- 
ing paths) for each set. In the following For loop (lines 2-4), Algorithm GTS is invoked 
to match adjacent sets, and produces the partially correct matches as a set of Map-
ping-Tables (MTi). In line 5, the first Mapping-Table to project is identified. For each 
MT-tuple in this set (lines 6-8), the recursive Algorithm BuildResult is invoked to build a 
complete correct answer. Within that algorithm, all the EC-tuples from the next adjacent 
set but in the same group as the parameter keynode will be identified (line 4), and ap-
pended to the current ResultList respectively (lines 7-8). A recursive call with the next 
Mapping-Table for projection will be executed to expand the Resultlist (line 9).  

5.2 Correctness of Algorithm GMS  

In this section, the symbol “≺” will be used to denote the preceding/following struc-
tural relationship between paths in the same tree. For examples, the statement “p ≺ q ≺ r” 
represents that the path q resides between the path p and the path r.  

Proposition 1  Consider three root-to-leaf paths p, q, and r in a tree, where p ≺ q ≺ r. 
Assume that the node x is the deepest common node traversed by p and q, and similarly 
the node y is the deepest common node traversed by q and r. We can conclude that: (a) x 
and y have an ancestor-descendent relationship or vice versa; (b) the ancestor node will 
be the deepest common node between p and r.  

Proof: (a) x is a common node between p and q, and y is a common node between q and 
r, so x and y both reside in the path q.  

 

(b) The possible cases for the three paths are summarized as above, where the path p is 
the leftmost one and the path r is the rightmost one. The conclusion is satisfied in all 
cases.                                                                  

Based on this proposition and Observation 1 for GN (gluing node), we obtain the 
following lemma:  

Lemma 1  Consider three path expressions P, Q, and R in the query tree, where P ≺ Q 
≺ R. Assume that the GN of P and Q is X; the GN of Q and R is Y. We can then conclude 
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that (a) X and Y have an AD relationship or vice versa; (b) the GN of P and R will be the 
one which corresponds to the ancestor.  

Proposition 1 and Observation 2 for CN (correct node) are used to establish the fol-
lowing lemma:  

Lemma 2  Consider three physical paths, p, q, and r, in an XML tree, where p ≺ q ≺ r. 
Assume that the CN of p and q is x and that the CN of q and r is y. We can then conclude 
that: (a) x and y have an ancestor-descendent relationship or vice versa; (b) the ancestor 
node will be the deepest common node traversed by p and r.  

The following lemma demonstrates that performing matching between adjacent sets 
is enough for multiple sets.  

Lemma 3  Consider n path expressions and the corresponding query tree. For each path 
expression PEi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let the set of satisfying physical paths from the XML tree de-
noted as psi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Assume that the two paths adjacent (nearest) to PEi in the query 
tree are PEi-1 and PEi+1, where 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Also assume that a physical path p from psi 
intersects a certain physical path at CN from the two adjacent sets psi-1 and psi+1, respec-
tively. We can then find a certain physical path from all the other n − 2 sets psj, respec-
tively, that intersects with the physical path p at the proper CN.  

Proof: (sketched) The proof is based on induction on the path distance between PEi and 
PEj, which is termed as d. Suppose that it is true when d is equal to k, i.e., the physical 
path p1 from psi will intersect with one physical path p2 from psj at CN, j − i ≤ d. We can 
prove that the physical path p1 intersects with one physical path from psj+1 at CN, based 
on Lemmas 1 and 2.                                                      

The following theorem establishes the correctness of Algorithm GMS:  

Theorem 2  If we arrange all the sets of EC-encoding paths based on the increasing 
order of the end points of the EP-encoding paths associated with each set and perform 
matching between adjacent sets, we will find all the correct matches.  

Proof: This arrangement can assure that the adjacent sets of EC-encoding paths are cor-
responding to adjacent paths in the EP-tree. Hence, this theorem can be derived from 
Lemma 3.                                                               

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We examine the performance of our PAth-based System PAS, and contrast PAS 
with two other state-of-the-art systems: Holistic and BLAS. Holistic encodes each ele-
ment by the preorder and postorder traversal sequences (called D-labeling), and supports 
the holistic twig join approach. BLAS extends Holistic by implementing one more en-
coding mechanism, called P-labeling, to specifically process the PC structural relation-
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ship. In the following, we will first discuss the main differences of the three systems, and 
then present the experimental results.  

 
6.1 Comparisons of the Three Systems  

 
When evaluating an XML query, the three systems will first decompose the query 

into a set of basic units. They will be a set of elements for Holistic, and a set of simple 
paths for PAS. On the contrary, BLAS splits the query into a set of suffix path expres-
sions, which optionally begin with an AD step, followed by zero or more PC steps. If the 
input query only consists of AD steps, BLAS will decompose the query into a set of ele-
ments as in Holistic. Therefore, we consider Holistic as the pure element-based system, 
and BLAS as a hybrid system.  

Before performing query processing, all three systems need to preprocess and en-
code XML data properly, and indexes are constructed to efficiently retrieve partially 
correct data corresponding to each basic unit of the query, as discussed above. Since the 
indexes mainly represent the correspondence of values and the partial data, the index 
sizes do not differ a lot among the three systems. However, BLAS usually requires more 
storage space to represent the complex encodings of the XML data. Take the XBench 
XML data set [8] with the original size 50MB as an example. The storage requirement of 
the encoded data will be 32 MB for BLAS, a lot more than 19 MB for PAS.   

The extra effort for PAS in the preprocessing stage is to construct the EP-tree based 
on the XML data, as discussed in section 3. Since the complexity of the construction 
algorithm is related to the number of all nodes and all edges, the EP-tree cannot be built 
on line. For example, it takes about 20 minutes to construct the EP-tree from a 10 MB 
XML file, when running on a Pentium IV machine. Although the preprocessing stage 
takes a lot of efforts as usual, it only needs to be done once. Moreover, the storage re-
quirement of the EP-tree is usually quite small. For the data set just mentioned, the size 
of the EP-tree is only about 1.2 K.  

The core portion of the query engine of each system, mainly performs the matching 
algorithm on those partial data identified by the index, to find the final correct match. 
Two versions of matching algorithms are supported in PAS. The first version is imple-
mented based on Algorithm MatchMultipleSets (MMS), which is a generalization of the 
algorithm MatchTwoSets (MTS) as discussed in section 4. It compares adjacent sets of 
partially correct physical paths, but it will compare each pair of EC-tuples from the two 
sets. The second version is implemented based on Algorithm GroupMultipleSets (GMS), 
which will skip unnecessary comparisons, as shown in section 5. On the other hand, the 
matching algorithms provided by Holistic and BLAS will perform structural joins based 
on the D-labeling, to combine the basic units into the final correct matches.  
 
6.2 Contrast with an Element-Based System  

 
In this section, we investigate how path lengths and numbers of component paths 

affect the performance of PAS and Holistic. The experiments are performed on a 400 
MHz Pentium II machine, with 512 MB of RAM and IDE 8.4 GB hard disk. The OS is 
Linux Mandrake release 7.0.  

In the first experiment, the data set to test is the SIGMOD Record collection [9],  
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(a) Number of partial results.     (b) Number of elements read.         (c) Execution time. 

Fig. 7. Analysis of path lengths. 

 
(a) Path query -# of elements read. (b) Twig query -# of elements read.  (c) Twig query-partial results. 

Fig. 8. Analysis of numbers of component paths. 

 
whose data size is about 315 KB. The set of test queries is in the form of twigs with two 
component paths. The selection path expression and the gluing node are fixed for all que-
ries, and the length of the projection path expression varies from one to six. The number 
of partial results is shown in Fig. 7 (a), and the total number of elements read in the 
stream is illustrated in Fig. 7 (b). We could see that Holistic has the worst overall per-
formance due to the large amount of partial results, so is the execution time as illustrated 
in Fig. 7 (c).  

Note the difference between GMS and MMS. The same amount of partial results is 
presented as inputs for both algorithms. However, GMS scans less elements and takes 
less execution time than MMS does. This verifies the improvement of GMS over MMS. 
Also investigate the relationship between the number of elements read and the execution 
time. The shape of the lines is obviously in sync. It is evident that the former directly 
affects the latter for these matching algorithms.  

Based on the same data set, we investigate how the number of component paths af-
fects the performance of the three matching algorithms. We choose the longest path in 
the XML document as the selection path expression, and project the elements along the 
path in a top-down sequence. This is in the form of path queries, and the number of ele-
ments read is illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). Since all the elements to process are along the same 
path, Holistic takes the same processing cost for all cases. GMS still scans the least 
amount of elements, but MMS presents a sharp increase due to data distribution.  

We apply another data set to run the experiments. It is the XBench data set [8] with 
the size about 4MB. The test query is a set of twig queries, where the selection path ex-
pression is fixed and the number of projection path expressions is varied from one to ten. 
Fig. 8 (b) shows the number of elements read. It increases for all three algorithms, but 
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MMS does not present a sharp increase as shown in the previous experiment, and per-
forms even better than Holistic. It is mainly due to the smooth increase of the partial re-
sults associated with the component path expressions, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (c). To con-
clude, GMS always has better performance than Holistic, but the performance of MMS is 
sensitive to data distribution.  

 
6.3 Contrast with a Hybrid System  

 
We will contrast PAS with BLAS in this section. Since GMS always outperforms 

MMS, it will be the representative of PAS to run the experiments. All the experiments 
are performed on a Petuim IV 2.8GHz machine, with 256 MB of RAM and 80 GB hard 
disk. The OS is Linux Red Hat 8.0.  

In the first experiment, we use the tool provided by XBench [8] to produce the data 
set which simulates real XML data. The data size is 10MB. We design several queries 
with different twig patterns and structural relationships to compare the performance of 
PAS and BLAS. The number of partial results, the number of elements read and the total 
execution time are illustrated in Fig. 9.  

 
(a) Number of partial results.      (b) Number of elements read.          (c) Execution time. 

Fig. 9. Analysis of the effect of different queries. 

 
These queries are in the form of general twig queries. Among them, Q1 and Q2 

consist of two simple paths. We can observe that GMS visits less elements, and therefore 
is faster than BLAS. On the contrary, BLAS has better performance than GMS for Q3. 
The main reason is that one of the GN is far from the leaf, so that GMS needs to visit 
more elements to determine the correct match. In Q4 and Q5, there exist AD steps in the 
component paths, so GMS needs to expand them as a sequence of PC steps. Therefore, 
although the amount of elements read of GMS is a lot less than BLAS, the total execu-
tion time does not win as much.  

Next, different data selectivity is used to compare the performance of GMS and 
BLAS. We apply the XBench catalog portion definition as the DTD to generate synthetic 
data. The data selectivity of the path /catalog/item/authors/author/name/first name is var-
ied, but the number of total elements is fixed, with the data size around 50MB. We first 
let the test query consist of two component paths with only AD steps. From Fig. 10, we 
can see that the performances of both systems present a linear relationship with the data 
selectivity. However, since BLAS will decompose the query into a set of elements in this 
case, it needs to retrieve a lot of partial data more than PAS does (Fig. 10 (a)), and thus  
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(a) Number of partial results.     (b) Number of elements read.          (c) Execution time. 

Fig. 10. Analysis of data selectivity. 

 
performs worse than PAS (Figs. 10 (b-c)). We then let the query to test consist of the 
same component paths as before, except that all the structural relationships are changed 
to PC. In this case, the partial data retrieved by GMS remain the same, but the amount 
retrieved by BLAS reduces a lot. Therefore, the performance of BLAS improves a lot 
and only differs from PAS to a small extent. The figures are similar to those in Fig. 10 
and are thus omitted. To conclude, PAS has better performance than BLAS most of the 
time.  

7. RELATED WORK 

We discuss some research results in literature which are related to our work. First, 
the work of the Lore project is an early representative for managing semi-structure/XML 
data [2]. It applies the edge-labeled graph to represent the complex structure, and several 
types of indexes are constructed to expedite the query processing. Since the pointer-  
chasing task is time-consuming, the numbering scheme is proposed to quickly determine 
the structural relationship between elements [3-6], and the indexing technique is applied 
to reduce the amount of elements to be joined [10, 11]. 

Optimization techniques are also developed to assist in XML query processing. In 
Lore, since all the variables through a labeled path are processed pairwise, it builds a 
complicated mechanism based on heuristics to join the pairs back to a correct path. In 
Timber, the query plan will be selected based on the joining order and the result size [12, 
13]. As to the Niagara system, queries are divided into the mode of tree-based navigation 
and the mode of pattern matching. Different algorithms along with a cost model are pro-
posed respectively, and optimization issues are discussed [14].  

The structural summary has been proposed to preserve all the possible paths in the 
original graph with fewer nodes and edges [15, 16]. The structure of A(K)-index [7] ex-
ploits the local similarity to reduce the size of the summary. In [17], the authors proposed 
to construct the summary based on the users’ queries. The nodes to be processed are re-
duced, so that the summary could be constructed dynamically.   

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we discuss a path-based approach to efficiently process an XML query 
with a general twig pattern. Experimental results show the superiority of our approach. In 
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the future, we plan to improve our system in the following ways. First, the matching 
process in the current system always performs in a fixed sequence. We will modify the 
algorithm to allow the different matching sequence or the joining order, and propose a 
good mechanism to achieve query optimization based on the data selectivity. We also 
wish to extend the current data structures and refine our matching algorithms, so that 
more complicated queries and new querying facilities can be supported. 
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